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Gucci s tars  alongs ide the iconic twins  from "The Shining" in a new vignette. Image credit: Gucci

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

Italian fashion label Gucci is honoring one of the most talented minds in cinema with its fall campaign.

The Exquisite Gucci campaign commemorates the work of the late Stanley Kubrick, an American film director,
producer and screenwriter known for his edgy, ground-breaking work. In a short film, Alessandro Michele, creative
director of Gucci, put a spin on Mr. Kubrick's famous created worlds, channeling beloved movies into a showcase
of the latest Gucci fashions.

"The Exquisite Gucci campaign offers the opportunity to consumers to re-live iconic moments from Stanley
Kubrick's films in which all of his memorable characters are dressed in Gucci," said Thoma Serdari, author of
Rethinking Luxury Fashion and director of fashion and luxury MBA at NYU Stern, New York.

"The scenes are mostly familiar because whether we have watched the films or not, these scenes and the characters
that populate them have become icons of popular culture," she said. "The novel way of combining elements of each
one of these cultural moments makes the campaign fresh and engaging."

Goodness is something chosen 
Mr. Kubrick grew up in New York, ostensibly always interested in the arts and having taught himself from a young
age the ins and outs of photography and film making.

The filmmaker ascended Hollywood ranks as he continuously produced gems, laced with his takes on dark humor,
literary influences, intense design and more.

Gucci inserts itself into several Stanley Kubrick classics in the new campaign

Gucci's new vignette opens with the label's take on one of Mr. Kubrick's most famous films, "A Clockwork Orange."

Channeling the suspense and fast-paced nature of the film, Mr. Michele has the models packed in a car, one with a
startling fuchsia Gucci hat, cheering on the driver and protagonist of the film Alex, donned in a Gucci blouse.

The shot then immediately cuts to a closeup of what appears to be an astronaut, a nod to Mr. Kubrick's film, "2001: A
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Space Odyssey."

Through later spliced scenes from Gucci's take on other classics from Mr. Kubrick including "Barry London," "Eyes
Wide Shut" and "The Shining," models can be seen sporting looks from the Gucci Fall 2022 collection and costumes
designed by Italian costume designer Milena Canonero.

In the new #ExquisiteGucci campaign, an evening gown framed in romantic ruffles seamlessly
takes its  place within the aseptic and dystopian Discovery One from #StanleyKubrick's 2001: A
SPACE ODYSSEY & TEC. (s22). #AlessandroMichele Discover more https://t.co/IyBS1OmhXL
pic.twitter.com/Di1x9WmNvA

gucci (@gucci) August 25, 2022

Gucci included its take on several films from Mr. Kubrick, including "2001: A Space Odyssey."

Mr. Michele worked directly with Ms. Canonero to meld their visions, as the Italian costume designer previously
worked with Mr. Kubrick for two of his biggest films, "A Clockwork Orange" and "The Shining."

In conjunction with the campaign film, Mr. Michele released a thoughtful statement on his love of films, and the
creative union of his vision, Gucci offerings and the iconic work of Mr. Kubrick.

For this project, Gucci worked with University of the Arts London, home of the Stanley Kubrick Archive, Warner Bros.
Consumer Products and the Stanley Kubrick Film Archive.

Lights, camera, fashion 
In typical Gucci fashion, the label has unified its codes with yet another institution that is beloved, studied and a
force of influence: film.

In 2019, Gucci played up the glitz and glamour of its  apparel in a classic Hollywood-themed campaign for its
spring/summer 2019 collection.

Directed by longtime Gucci collaborator Glen Luchford, the video campaign takes inspiration from films such as
"An American in Paris" and "Singin' in the Rain" (see story).

Gucci is not alone in tapping cinematic influences, as several luxury brands have put forth their own spins on select
movies or the aura of Hollywood, utilizing cinematic feels to associate something classic and adored with their
own contemporary offerings.

In 2021, Italian fashion label Moschino fostered its offbeat nature by offering consumers several entertaining worlds
in a short film for its fall 2021 campaign.

The short film, entitled "Jungle Red," unfolds under the direction of Moschino creative director Jeremy Scott. With
the cinematographic and musical choices, the entire film is a nod to old Hollywood cinema and glamour (see
story).

As always, Gucci has successfully carved out a space for itself in an arena of cultural relevance.

"The stories, iconic scenes and distinguished characters proudly embody an air of individuality while they all
sustain Gucci's ethos and cogently find their place in Gucci's world," Dr. Serdari said.
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